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Abstract
Care in communities has a powerful influence on potentially
disruptive social encounters. Practising care in moderation
means exposing a group’s core values, which, in turn, has
the potential to strengthen identity and relationships in communities. Dissent is as inevitable in online communities as
it is in their offline counterparts. However, dissent can be
productive by sparking discussions that drive the evolution
of community norms and boundaries, and there is value in
understanding the role of moderation in this process. Our
work draws on an exploratory analysis of moderation practices in the MetaFilter community, focusing on cases of intervention and response. We identify and analyse MetaFilter moderation with the metaphor: “taking care of a fruit
tree”, which is quoted from an interview with moderators on
MetaFilter. We address the relevance of care as it is evidenced in these MetaFilter exchanges, and discuss what it
might mean to approach an analysis of online moderation
practices with a focus on nurturing care. We consider how
HCI researchers might make use of care-as-nurture as a
frame to identify multi-faceted and nuanced concepts characterising dissent and to develop tools for the sustainable
support of online communities and their moderators.
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2016
general
deleted
moda
overallb

200
100
100
523,571

2017
0
0
335
416,416

Table 1: Overview of Comments
Analysed by Each Coder
a
comments made by moderator’s accounts, including comments for
moderation use and general comments
b
number of comments posted

Codes
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CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → Computer supported
cooperative work; Collaborative and social computing systems and tools;

Introduction
Online communities provide a social space for many different types of people with varied interests. Community norms
depend on their needs regarding content structures and
target audiences [16]. However, these needs can evolve
depending on the stages of development online communities are in, which means that online communities have to
enforce evolving norms. Dissent is omnipresent in online
communities. Dissenters challenge existing norms and act
according to values that contradict those of the majority of
community members.

H Establishing authority
Calling out individuals
Pulling a hard stop
H Preventing conflicts
Referencing best practices
Suggesting alternative
venues
Subtle guidance
H Engaging the community
Personal perspectives
Modelling best practices
H Caring
Praise
Transparency
Being empathic
Explicit care
Table 2: Established themes from
MetaFilter moderators’ comments
in 2016-2017

In early research on online communities in Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI), disruption and dissent has mainly been
approached as a problem to be solved. Bruckman et. al.
define behaviour as “deviant" if it is not in accordance with
community standards [3, 4, 6], while Kirman et. al. describe
those who break the social contract in online community
as being invested in “mischief and mayhem" [17]. Sternberg uses expressions such as “misbehaviour”, similar to
“misconduct” to refer to content that does not conform to
community norms [27]. However, conflicts and dissent are
not, per se, undesirable instances of engagement. Their
value depends on how they are handled and how different perspectives are received or dismissed. For example,
guidelines on Wikipedia break down conflict into productive and unproductive variants: the idea of an ad hominem
attack (personal attack) can be used to differentiate undesirable behaviour from legitimate dispute. In some cases,
mediators have worked to help conflicting parties to express, recognise, and respond productively to their personal

and substantive differences [1]. Some online communities are explicitly designed around dissent, for example, the
subreddit ChangeMyView1 [28], ConsiderIt2 [19] or the discussion platform Kialo 3 . These communities explicitly foster a “mindset of conversation" to online exchange, instead
of zero-sum debate, and encourage constructive dissent
with the goal to guide people through the process of understanding complex issues from a range of varied perspectives. Despite the above, the specific features of productive
and unproductive dissent remain an open topic for study in
online communities.
Moderation comprises a way to structure participation in a
community to facilitate cooperation and prevent abuse [13,
16]. Online content moderation takes many forms including
automatic filtering or review by human moderator(s)[13, 24].
Moderation of dissent can be seen as a kind of governance
mechanism to shape community norms and structure participation in online communities. Our contribution is a report
of our exploratory findings on moderation of MetaFilter4 , an
online community with a 20-year track record of effective
moderation [9, 25]. We show how MetaFilter moderators
use care as a layer of concern to deal with dissent in their
daily moderation work, in a way that balances reinforcement
of existing norms with nurture for evolving norms.

Methods
MetaFilter is a ‘community weblog’ founded in 1999. While
the site content is free to read, there is a $5 entrance fee
that is required before users can post and make comments.
A small team of seven moderators ensures constant moderation through a 24/7 staff rotation. Although paid, all mod1

https://www.reddit.com/r/changemyview/
https://consider.it
3
https://www.kialo.com
4
https://www.metafilter.com
2
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<Context: Response to a personal story of another member,
Feb 2017>
“Both parts of this fall under the
most charming things I have
ever heard!” – M1
<Context: Discussion on loneliness, particularly as a phenomenon affecting predominantly men, August 2017>
“MetaFilter, like most other
stuff, is what you make of it. For
many people it may not mean
that much besides a space to
read things on the internet. For
many people it means more.
It’s okay wherever you stand
on that, but don’t try to assume
everyone else is wherever you
are.” – M3
<Context: Catch-All thread on
US politics, excessive in-jokes
on cheese puffs, April 2017 >
“[(...)Individually, it’s totally fine,
and we absolutely understand
the urge, but in practice, more
than two dozen jokes about
cheese puffs is annoying for
others to wade through after
the fact.]” – M4
Sidebar 1: Example comments
by moderators on MetaFilter
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erators were long-time members of MetaFilter before they
were hired and are immersed in community culture.
Our work draws from three complementary qualitative data
sources from MetaFilter: comments on the website, interviews with MetaFilter moderators and a discussion with
MetaFilter members. The study was conducted and designed in accordance to the Department of Computer Science, University of Bath’s ethics checklist (2017 version5 ).
Comments
We first thematically analysed moderated comments in a
corpus of MetaFilter data spanning the years 2016 and
20176 (see Table 1) [2]. Two authors used the dataset from
2016 to explore the overall MetaFilter comment base and
to identify initial codes and themes for a range of different
comment types (200 general, 100 deleted and 100 moderator comments for each). Two authors then each coded a
random subset of 335 comments made by moderators in
2017 individually, then established themes stemming from
the combined 2016 and 2017 data. We found that our initial codes from 2016 applied to data in 2017 as well, so we
deemed the data to be saturated. While the coding and
analysis was done on the level of individual comments,
we considered the context of these comments by revisiting the associated threads to understand better the intent of
a moderation intervention.
Interview
After analysing these comments, we conducted three twohour long additional interviews with moderators via textbased chat, and one structured interview with follow-up
questions via email according to participants’ preferences.
5
6

http://www.cs.bath.ac.uk/Leon/pages/ethics.shtml

In 2019, MetaFilter had many explicit discussions on oppressive systemic tendencies within the community. These are not part of our previous
research, but will be investigated separately.

MetaFilter in 2017 employed seven staff members, including the site owner, who also acts as a moderator, and one
coder. Our four participants volunteered after a general inquiry towards all MetaFilter staff members. While all seven
currently active moderators were asked to be interviewed,
two of them declined due to time-constraints and one only
helps out sporadically. During the interview, we touched on
participants’ connection to the site, how they structure their
collaborative environment, as well as personal strategies for
moderation and how these tie in with their experiences with
the community. As per request, we are using their MetaFilter handles to identify them as interviewees [5].
Online Discussion with Members
To gather our final dataset, we used MetaTalk, a subsite
of MetaFilter, to discuss moderation on MetaFilter with
community members. On 26 March 2018, we posted a
general summary of our comment analysis along with a
few high-level open questions to start the conversation.
We reminded users that their comments could be potentially quoted in publications. Until its closing date on 26
April 2018, the thread consisted of 132 comments from 94
unique participants. Additionally, we received several private emails. Current moderators refrained from commenting other than to clarify open questions or to respond when
explicitly asked. However, retired moderators engaged with
the conversation freely.

Findings: “Taking Care of a Fruit Tree”
Through our analysis of moderation on MetaFilter, we found
moderators bringing care as a layer of concern into their
daily moderation work (see all themes in Table 2). For
maker/contributor communities, Toombs et al. argue that
care is a key driver for sustainability [29]. Taking care implies feeling responsible for initiating and maintaining caring
activities [10]. It also requires work of the entire community
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“Rhetoric gets sharper and
hotter faster. People get visibly
more angry, quicker, in conversations and arguments.” –
cortex

to maintain the value of their exchanges, which means it is
not advisable to leave this responsibility to a small group of
powerful key players [31]. In one of the interviews, a moderator used the following metaphor to refer to their work:

“Generally we try to assume the
best of people, and extend the
benefit of the doubt that people
can change, that having a bad
day once is something that
happens, etc.” – LobsterMitten

“[T]he metaphor would be taking care of a fruit
tree. You want it to grow and bloom and bear
fruit, so one of the things you have to do is
prune it to keep it healthy, but you also have
to water it and protect it feed it and so on. (...)
It also means you aren’t JUST reactive, you’re
also proactive, and you think about how the
forum you’re creating will help or hinder the
community. ” – Eyebrows McGee

“I felt like people needed a positive outlet because there was
so much politics ugliness, and I
love threads that are like ‘show
us your desk!’ or ‘show us
your purse!’ so I started doing
those.” – Eyebrows McGee
“The guiding philosophy was:
hands-off, wait and see, trust
people to work it out; mods
should intervene as more of
a last resort. Gradually over
many years of community
discussion, we’ve come to a position where (many) members
expect offensive comments will
get deleted immediately... We
try to strike the best balance we
can.” – LobsterMitten
Sidebar 2: Quotes from interviews with moderators on
MetaFilter

This metaphor shows one moderator’s mental model for
how they make sense of their role on MetaFilter – taking
care of a fruit tree – and helps explain their strategies for
action in moderation [8, 30]. Hence, moderators perform
care by attending to the community and actively shaping
it, not only through the deletion of undesirable content (or
removing harm), but also through the addition of desirable
comments (or providing an opportunity for growth). Sidebar 1, which shows examples for moderator comments on
MetaFilter, and Sidebar 2, which includes quotes from interviews with moderators on MetaFilter, both support the idea
that the broader set of moderators share this strategy of
care as a layer of concern in moderation and that it helps
them actively maintain and shape norms on MetaFilter.
Through these actions, their practices follow the normative
goals of care ethics [20].
Pruning for Reinforcing Existing Norms
We identified two specific strategies used by MetaFilter
moderators–“pruning" and “fertilising" – which help reinforce existing as well as evolving norms on MetaFilter. This

notion of care in moderation can be then understood as a
matter of nurturing for sustainable community growth.
With quotes from interviews with MetaFilter moderators, we
see that moderators take careful measures to shape the
discourse and content on the site and use multi-directional
trust as their conceptual basis for moderation. Such initiatives actively shape site culture and establish as well as
re-affirm the community-feel. These also exhibit a notion
of active care for the community. In our analysis, we found
that moderators of MetaFilter bring care into their practices
while pruning for reinforcing community norms, as an attitude towards the tone and intent of their interventions, be
they formally or informally framed. For example, praising
and showing empathy to members reinforces the validity
of their contributions or the concerns they raise (see Table
2). In many instances, moderators put in proactive work to
avoid having to take drastic measures by, for example, using formal moderation tools, and may in addition contact the
member to explain the thought process behind the decision
and point to potential alternative strategies. Per example 2
in Sidebar 1, M3 wrote a comment to provide subtle guidance for appropriate behaviour, but chose not to use the official moderator comment format; this emphasises the moderator’s role as an established community member first and
an official moderator only when necessary7 . It also shows
that activities as moderators are shaped by a fundamental
trust in the member base, even when they encounter less
ideal behaviour. On the other hand, moderators actively
frame their work as mostly dealing with a minority of members which might not necessarily represent the community
at large (see quote 2 in Sidebar 2). Being careful about how
and what to “prune” from the community is paramount, and
balancing their positions as respected community members
7
Official moderation comments appear [in small type, in square brackets] on MetaFilter
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with making transparent decisions about small scale cases
is important but challenging [14].
Using care in reinforcing existing community norms does
not refer just to pruning. It inhabits a super ordinate layer of
concern permeating every decision moderators make even
in, for example, giving compliments, praising content and
providing comfort to members (see examples in Sidebar 1).
Caring attitudes in online communities encourage committed engagement and can positively contribute to the reinforcement of norms by regulating what is appropriate and
inappropriate for a given online community [22, 26]. Moderators on MetaFilter visibly demonstrate norm-appropriate
behaviours through modelling care themselves, to encourage their members to take care of each other.
Fertilising Towards Norms Evolve
Beyond actively shaping the content and discussion culture on the site, moderators’ careful attitude also helps in
growing the community. Moderators on MetaFilter regularly
discuss their moderation with members (see last quote in
Sidebar 2). Through discussion with the community, moderators identified the need for more positive banter for their
members (see quote 3 in Sidebar 2). The increasing frequency of contentious, extensive and rapid discussions
on daily political developments had increased moderators’ workload substantially and began to dominate their
work (see quote 1 in Sidebar 2). They decided to schedule weekly social threads around light topics such as local
foods and uncommon habits on MetaFilter’s associated
MetaTalk site. In this case, MetaFilter moderators performed care by attending to the health of their community
by taking action aimed at integration8 . Hence, active care
8
A few months before writing this piece, MetaFilter decomissioned
these “mega-threads”. See https://metatalk.metafilter.com/25265/

Decommissioning-the-US-politics-megathreads

can been seen not only in practices surrounding the removal of undesirable content not capable with existing community norms, but also in actively providing the ground for
desirable alternative engagements in order to assist the
health and growth of community norms. It also speaks to
the relevance of their direct personal involvement, which
helps them be more aware of existing tensions, as a complement to their status as moderators.

Care-As-Nurture for Online Communities
Within HCI and CSCW the intricacies of care have been
analysed, e.g., in the context of maker spaces [29], in learning environments [15], and in IT security [18]. Care provides a useful lens into computer mediated human interactions. In online communities, moderators perform care by
attending to the community and actively shaping it not only
through the deletion of undesirable or unacceptable content, but also through the addition of desirable and supporting content. Through these actions, their practices follow
the normative goals of care ethics [20]. This care is deeply
reflected in their community norms, which they carefully
maintain and develop. Because of this, we further position
our notion of care in moderation as a matter of nurture to
emphasise that the sustainability of any online community
requires attention to growth and change in the membership
base.
Care provides a meaningful framing concept as a proactive
approach to moderation, a type of approach that has been
addressed in less depth than reactive ones [23]. Exhibiting
care in moderation practices means acknowledging how
maintenance, health and protection are inadequately safeguarded by purely reactive work. This suggests that there
is much space for designers to increase the social nuance
of approaches to moderation, which often rely only on detecting and flagging, hiding or removing undesirable actions
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after they have occurred. We see care-as-nurture as a way
of highlighting desirable emergence and expansion of member exchanges, particularly in complex situations that require nuance, finesse, tact and, of course, care. Caring for
something entails a normative notion of supporting growth
and development, including removal of obstacles for growth
and provision of nourishment in whatever form is required
[20]. Blanket suppression of dissent can itself be seen as
an obstacle to growth, and can take away attention from efforts focused on engaging, contributing and maintaining a
community [7, 22]. In effective moderation, actions are need
both to encourage dissenting, often otherwise-marginalised
perspectives as well as to reinforce norm-aligned conduct.
Moderators’ awareness and skill in navigating these tensions productively likely depends on an atmosphere of mutual respect and trust as core qualities of interaction between all members, including moderators [21]. Nurturing
care as an attitude for all participants therefore speaks powerfully about active maintenance. The long-term viability of
a community requires initiating and supporting its ability to
grow and evolve over time.

Conclusion & Future Work
In our study, we found care ethics was embedded in MetaFilter moderators’ approaches to moderation. They structure
their work using care-as-nurture as a concern in moderation. We present our analysis by profiling the metaphor “taking care of a fruit tree” into ‘pruning’ and ‘fertilising’ to support ‘care-as-nurture’ for sustainable community growth with
moderation. We conclude that dealing with dissent carefully
will help online communities shape community norms more
actively and effectively, supporting the evolution of norms
alongside community members’ empathy. This stance is
key for motivating members to commit to the community.
Therefore, practices in moderating online content go beyond “commenting promotion, deletion, and control” [11].

Moderators act not just as “custodians” of a community [12],
but instead comprise an integral aspect of forming, shaping,
developing and negotiating its identity.
Through our study with MetaFilter moderation, we see that
one of main challenges in online community moderation is
how to deal with dissent in a way that balances reinforcing
existing norms with nurturing their evolution over time. We
also see that moderators on MetaFilter try to encourage different perspectives. In our current work, we are investigating additional moderation strategies and gathering related
accounts from moderators and members in order to generate an integrated account of moderation practices informed
by the concept of care. We are assembling a new dataset
based on recent developments on MetaFilter, where the
community has worked together to establish guidelines that
are more welcoming to marginalised communities. In our
future studies, we will study how specific cases of dissent
in MetaFilter are handled by the moderators, and how applying careful moderation may help dissent to constructively
shape community norms, particularly in recent discussions
on issues of race9 and ableism10 within the community. Our
future work will consider more deeply in the context of concepts of care in HCI/CSCW [15, 18, 29]. We intend to use
a mixed method approach to investigate how dissent, moderation, and community norms interplay on MetaFilter, and
to inform the design of care-oriented tools encouraging constructive dissent building on a notion of care-as-nurture in
moderation.

9
e.g., https://metatalk.metafilter.com/25222/Is-it-time-to-retireoutragefilter-as-deletion-reason
10
e.g., https://metatalk.metafilter.com/25272/Anxietydepression-ADHD-autism-bipolar-and-other-neurodivergenceson-MeFi
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